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however,
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so that the air can
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shoot to the east off of the children's breath, dying elsewhere along the way,
on the blastback to attack the house.
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agencies of wind. This is why
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forward against the glass.
Other
forms of sleeping also calm the sky. Wealthy
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with grass and sleep standing up. Many
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never wake up, or never fall
a
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it?in
for
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is
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the destroying
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Every

shall for all time ever read thusly:

let the wires not have been crooked orfalsely dangling or stretched by the
demon sun, let our measurements be exact and true, and bless our perfect place with

Please

abundant grasses. Cover us in shade so that we are hidden in your color. Hide us
us
during the
from birds and wires and the wind that sends them. Let smoke conceal
storm life, and give us strong walls. Let not any stray wind break us down and we
will honor you. Bless us and a great shelter will be made for you in the new season.
us thrive. We lie low here in theplace that you have given us. Please remember
Help
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that you have killed us and you can kill us and we wait and long in our deepest hearts
to be killed only by you. Let this be our last andfinal house.
Amen.
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